
Ad 1: 

What you don't want is to come back as something boring 

mmmmm... Like a coat hanger 

Remember Peter the nine inch nail? 

Ah yes! 

He came back as a drain in a mens urinal 

arghhhh please! 

Na, it wasn't nice. 

I'd like to come back as a roof rack, you know? 

A roof rack? 

Yeah! Do a bit of travelling 

I was a bicycle wheel once, but it just made me dizzy going round and round and round. 

Oh, of course yeah! It wouldn't be much fun 

Don't want that again! 
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Ad 2: 

Hello Clive 

Peter, is that you? 

yeah! 

You were a bob and winder on a sewing machine last time I saw you! 

I was! 

And look at you now, A trombone 

(trombone noise) Oh, Nice! What else have you been up to? 

Oh ive been busier than a swiss army knife on a boys scout camp 

Have you? 

I was a wok in a Chinese takeaway for a while...  

Tasty! 



...before that I was in an eight piece soccer team and i'm hoping to come back as a heated towel rail 
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Ad 3: 

I was talking to Eric the other day... 

Eric the bed spring? 

His had a tough life, he was telling me about how he once came back as an exhaust pipe. aww 

developed a terrible cough he did!  

aww poor thing! 

before that he was a dip stick covered in oil all day! 

awwww 

his hoping to come back as a golf club next time, get a bit of fresh air. 

Oh, that will be nice. fresh air will do him the world of good! 

Yeah and he deserves it! 
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Ad 4: 

Funny isn't it... 

what's that? 

Life! I mean one minute your an industrial hinge on a factory door, then before you know it you're a 

bicycle wheel.  

yeah, or a kitchen sink. 

I'm not complaining, mind you, ive enjoyed being a bed spring.  

I've loved being a bed spring. 

It's just that it would be nice if you could choose what you came back as. 

Yeah! you know what, id come back as a bolt in an aeroplane wing.  

would you? 

Yeah, see a bit of the world! 

You would, wouldn't you...  
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